Keeping you Informed

Your eye examination should include the following tests at least once in your lifetime!

- Colour Vision test for Colour Blindness
- Stereopsis test for Depth Perception
- Extra Ocular Muscle evaluation
- Confrontation Test for Field of Vision
- Dry Eye Test (Schirmer's Test)

Ask for a Consultation PLUS appointment at Shroff Eye to include the above tests.

Shroff Eye Opener® # 93
Stop Smoking and Control Hypertension to prevent damage to your retina

1st Eye Hospital in India to be awarded the Joint Commission International (JCI) Accreditation from USA
2 World Class Eye Centers – Marine Drive & Bandra
3 Generations of Eye Surgeons
4 Generations of Patients
50,000 and more patients treated in last 10 years
94 Years of Excellence in Eye Care

FOR EYE DONATION CALL 9930711919
Did You Know?

25% of the world need glasses

80% of visual impairment can be avoided or cured

Our eyes are placed in front because it is more important to look ahead than to look back...

Real Stories. Real People.

All you do is amazing! For a start it is because you use equipment up to the highest standards. I like the fact that the eye gets measured digitally and this precise measured data is used to feed the Laser. I think this has been key to the fantastic results. I am enjoying just perfect eyesight, it is much better than with glasses or contacts. Especially when doing sports or go for a swim I realize every time what a blessing it is to see this well.

Fact is: I am very pleased about the result of the LASIK surgery. My eyesight is just perfect and I have no regrets at all.

Thanks to Dr. Shroff for this professional treatment. Also thanks to all the staff for the kind support during my many visits to your clinic in Mumbai.

I would recommend your clinic to everyone who visits India!

Christian Steiger
(Switzerland)

In spite of visual problems many famous people went on to achieve great success in life.

Claude Monet | French Painter | Eye Issue: Nuclear Cataracts

Monet’s vision is thought to have affected his art as he painted the world the way he saw it as a result of cataracts: cloudy, with muddy reds, and yellowing.

Progressive age-related cataracts is a yellowing and darkening of the lens so we see how a medical eye issue resulted in art. Cataract was the key to Monet’s blurry style.

Below is a side by side rendering of what Monet saw through his cataracts, and what he painted.

Find us on facebook

Become a fan of the Shroff Eye Hospital Facebook page. Share your comments, get updates, eye care facts and participate in our monthly quiz.

Shroff Eye Hospital is India’s first eye hospital to be accredited by JCI – Joint Commission International, USA for excellence in patient care and health care delivery since 2006
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Shroff Eye Hospital • Vision Research Centre
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